FINANCIAL CONTROLS

WHERE’S

THE MONEY GONE?
Scenario:
A school is experiencing financial difficulties, according to the bursar.
The leadership team is finding the issue difficult to tackle while the
governors are reluctant to assume executive control, partly because
they find the financial reports unclear and had been unaware of how
serious the situation is. Unless decisive action is taken, the school
could go out of business. How can this situation be resolved?
School finances can go wrong for a variety of reasons. For example:
• Pupil numbers may fall but there may not be a corresponding decline in costs,
or there may even be an increase in teaching staff numbers.
• An increasing cost structure may be irreconcilable with fee income.
• The burden of excessive debt.
• A general complacency towards the financial management of the school.

What can the governors do?
The first task is to establish that both the school leadership team (SLT) and
the governing body recognise that there is a problem and that they agree to
solve it together. A stalemate or stand-off will only make the situation worse.
Once the poor financial situation has been acknowledged and analysed, then
the governing body should set a timetable for improvement. They should also,
concurrently, formulate a clearly defined strategy for achieving the vision for the
school. Schools that have such a strategy in place are well managed, and where
the governors, the head and the bursar have a strong working relationship, tend
not to fall into financial difficulties.
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A financial rescue plan
So, looking first at the ways that the fiscal situation could be
improved, some proven business solutions should be considered,
such as:
•

Preparing a marketing plan which supports customer/parent demand.
A questionnaire to current parents and to those who chose not to send their
child to your school (having made an initial enquiry) can be critical.
Why did they choose/not choose your school?

•

Recognising the problem of affordability and capping fee increases.

•

Increasing class sizes.

•

Reducing all fee concessions to a minimum (even though many are
“sacred cows”). Bursaries might be vital for charitable schools needing to
demonstrate “public benefit”. But would those pupils on scholarships join
the school anyway?

•

Initiating a more flexible employment system through a combination
of full-time, part-time, short-term and temporary staff contracts.

•

Looking for opportunities of additional income through lettings
(to local sports clubs, for instance) and fundraising.

•

Aligning pupil headcount with teaching resources (for instance, if an optimum
class size of twenty is envisaged, then enrolling an extra four pupils may result,
uneconomically, in two parallel classes of twelve being run).

•

Reducing staff levels if pupil numbers fall.
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Be strategic too
At the same time as developing the
financial rescue plan, the governors
should also develop their strategic
plan for safeguarding the school’s
future. In doing so, however, they
should remember that their role is
purely non-executive. Unfortunately,
a number of schools have experienced
the consequences of an enthusiastic
governor, eager to support the school,
who blurs the line between the
executive and the non-executive,
and interferes in the daily running
of the business.
Governing bodies are empowered to
set strategy, to monitor compliance,
and to support, through “critical
friendship”, the head and the bursar.
In an ideal world, governors should
be sensitive to the fact that the skills
required of a teacher are not those of
a business guru. Instead, they should
recognise that the best way that they
can serve the school is to draw on
their own individual skillset, whether
financial, legal or marketing etc, and
act as wise counsel to the SLT.
Therefore, in order to achieve financial
recovery, the governors should set a
series of guidelines that they expect
the head and the bursar to work within.
As part of this approach, a number
of (achievable) key performance
indicators should be agreed. These
could include clear targets for pupil
numbers, for pupil:teacher ratios
and for the cost ratio between fees
and level of surplus. Compare the
pupil:teacher ratios for the past five
years. If the pupil numbers are falling
yet the number of teachers is
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rising, this is a clear indication of an
unsustainable balance between the
two. Carry out a staff audit to identify
where staff cuts could be made or
contracts renegotiated.

A stalemate or stand-off
will only make the situation
worse. A number of key
performance indicators
should be agreed

Take charge
A laissez-faire attitude towards the
financial crisis as it looms may, in fact,
contribute towards its onset. If this
is the case, then subsequently the
governors might find it constructive
to offer a mentoring service to all
members of the SLT to help them
understand and deliver the new
objectives. Nevertheless, it would still
be the responsibility of the head and
of the bursar to report on fiscal
progress at formal governing body
meetings. Ultimately, however, the
outcome of the crisis – whether the
school survives it or goes under – will
be determined by how promptly
and decisively the governing body
chooses to take action. And, after all,
no governing body wants to be the
one that closes a school because of
financial mismanagement.
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